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Metal PolyCore Panels
Durable, Reliable and Versatile
Our Metal PolyCore panels (also known as Aluminum Composite
Panels, or ACP’s) incorporate a high quality, high density
thermoplastic core made only with virgin material, which provides
much greater strength than those with recycled cores. The aluminum
overlays we use allow us to create a solid, durable panel with a
variety of uses. Most commonly used for sign applications, our
panels can also be used for ceiling panels, decorative walls, and other
applications to add color and durability to your space. These panels
are extremely durable & scratch resistant, and are even re‐usable. In
addition, these panels resist moisture, stains, odors, chemicals and clean easily with steam, high pressure sprayers
or soap and water.

Product Features















Standard panels include G/1 (Factory Finish 1 Side, Primed other), G/2 (Factory Finish 2 sides)
Factory Applied Protective film is easy to remove and protects against scratches
Dual‐sided Aluminum for strength and rigidity
NO Surface Prep required for use as sign panels
Reusable
No edge caps needed (but caps are available if desired)
Extremely Durable and Impact resistant
Low Maintenance & Washable
Lightweight and Economical
Resists scratching and denting better than MDO, Wood, or Fluted Core panels
Standard and Insulated options
Stock sizes 4’x8’ and 4’x10
Stock color white
Wide variety of Architectural, Decorative, and Brushed Colors available by special order include:
Black, Bronze, Green, Blue, Yellow, Red, Almond, Stone, Wood Grain, Marble, Mirror, Brushed Copper, Brushed Gold,
Brushed Silver, Brushed Bronze

 Colors are wax free, baked enamel finishes

We have made every attempt to make sure all information provided is accurate, although we cannot guarantee it. Conditions of use are
beyond our control, so all risks of use are assumed by the user. Nothing stated here shall be construed as recommendations for uses
which may infringe on valid patents or as extending licenses under valid patents.

